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PART A 

1.   4K 

2. Indexed addressing 

3. Synchronous and asynchronous 

4. High performance 8 bit MCU 

32 registers 
2 Address Instructions 
Single cycle execution 
Low power 
Larger linear address spaces 
Efficient C Language Code density 
On- chip in- system programmable memories 

5.      Ladder, functional block diagram, instruction list, sequential function chart  and structured text. 

 

 
PART-B 

1.         Sketch the block diagram of 8051 

               

2. We can set priority level by assigning 0 or 1 to the corresponding bits of Interrupt Priority Register (IE Register) 

When two or more interrupt bit in the IP register are sets to 1, the interrupt having higher priority than others will be attended first 
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3.       CPLA  - Complimenting acc content 

           RLC A  - Rotate acc left through carry   

           SWAP A - Interchange lower and upper nibble of acc 

           RR A  - Rotate acc right 

 

4.      CJNE R0, #33h, label 1 

         Compares r0 content and data 33h 

         Program control moves to label if not equal 

         Set carry flag if r0, 33h 

        Program control moves to next instruction if not equal 

        DJNZ R0, label2 

        Decrement r0 

        Program control moves to label2 if not zero  

 

5.  Program control moves to next instruction if zero 
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6.     Block diagram of  Standard micro PLC 

 

7.     Features of plc processor 

o Memory size,  word size , connectivity 
o Number of input 
o Type of input-analog, digital 
o Number of output 
o Type of output-analog, digital 
o Specification of available main power supply, control supply 
o Electrical rating of actuators (output devices) 

PART-C 

UNIT-1 

III.a)      TMOD: manage timers T1 and T0 

              IE: interrupt enable or disable 

              DPTR: carry address of external memory 

              SCON: Serial communication control 
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b. 

 

IV.  A 

P (bit0)  

Parity bit. If numeral in accumulator is even, bit is automatically     set (1), otherwise it’s cleared (0).it is commonly used in 
data transfer via serial connection. 

(bit1) 

 This bit is intended for the upcoming MCU models and should not be used. 

OV (bit2) overflow bit. 

If result of arithmetic operation exceeds 255( decimal), is set(1),otherwise it’s cleared (0). 

F0 (bit 5) - Flag 0 

An all-purpose user flag can be used by the user. 

AC (bit6) - Auxiliary carry flag 
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Used only for operation with BCD(binary coded decimal).It is set when carry or borrow occur from D3 to D4 

RS1,RS0 (bits3 and 4) 

Register select making these bits stores registers R0-R7 into one of the four banks in RAM ,according to the following table. 

.  

IV. B 

Each terminal or pin of the port is mapped to the internal memory called port register. 

It is a bit addressable register, thus we can bring each pin to +5v or to 0v by set or reset corresponding bit of the register 

Switch on LED: set p1.3 to 1 

Switch off LED: clear p1.3 

UNIT-2  

 

V. a.     Orgxxx 

Clr c 

Mov r0, #08h 

Mov 0foh, #02h 

Mov a, r0 

Sub a,#06 

Mul ab 

Div ab 

Add a, r0 

Mov dptr, 8200h 

Mov @dptr, a 

here: sjmp here 

 

b.   AJMP addr1 

       LJMP addr16 

      SJMP rel  

     JMP@A+DPTR 

     JZ rel 
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    JNZ rel 

    CJNE A, direct,rel 

    CJNE A, #data,rel 

    CJNE Rn, #data, 

    CJNE @Ri, #data, rel 

    DJNZ Rn, rel  

    DJNZdirect, rel  

    JC rel jump 

        JNC rel 

JB bit,rel 

JNB bit,rel 

JBC bit,rel 

 

VI.a)  1. Load TMOD with proper word 

          2. Load initial count value to timer t0 and t1 

          3. Start timer usingTR1 of TCON REGISTER 

          4. MONITOR STATUS OF TF1 of TCON registers 

          5. Stop timer by clearing TR1 when TF1 is SET 

          6. clear TF1 

 

b.   Register direct addressing mode: In register direct addressing mode, data’s are  acessed by specifying the register name in 
which they are stored.  

Register index addressing modes: it uses a register to hold the actual address where the data is stored. 

UNIT-3 

 

VII. a).       Asynchronous serial communication: Transfer a single byte  at Time. 

 Baud rate:  it is the rate of data transfer between microcontroller and a     PC.It is usually expressed in number of bits per 
seconds. 

Data framing: Placing data between start bit and stop bit in serial communication 

                  Synchronous serial communication: Transfer block of data at a time 
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VII.b 

 

 

.  

 

 

VIII.a 

.  
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VIII.b) 
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UNIT-4 

 

 

IX.a 

 

 

).  

 

b.  a-  Examine if on 

      b- Examine if off 

      c -  Output energize 

      d-   Rung 

     C is true if, a and b are true  
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X.a. 

 

 

 

b.   PLC manages input and output units through following sequence of operations 

       Input status scanning 

       Output status scanning 

       Memory updating  

       Program execution 

       Output status updating 

 

 The input module convert the analog /digital electrical signal to suitable digital electric signals and these signals are applied to 
the PLC. 

 The input signals are stored in the plc external image memory location known as bits. This is done by CPU 

 The control logic or program instruction is stored in the user memory 

 CPU fetches these instruction from the program memory and executes 

 The execution results are then stored in the external image memory which control the output device. 

 The CPU also keeps a check on the output signal and keeps updating the content of input image memory according to the 
changes in the output memory 

 CPU performs internal programming functions like setting and resetting of the timer, checking the user memory.  


